《The Mysterious CEO》
130 'sI won’t finish my own family, but I had destroyed many other
families.”

Si Li remembered that as soon as he landed on City Z, he got a call from his team
"President, someone had planted a bomb in Juan's Villa and the bomb has blasted in
the villa. We have sent President Mo and his son to the hospital, however, we weren't
able to save Mrs Mo."
Afterwards, Si Li rushed to the hospital. The hospital was blocked by Si Li's teams
only Mo families and Si families were allowed to enter in that hospital.
When the doctor was preparing forMo Jiang's operation, he woke up and he didn't
allow doctors to operate on him. Everyone had tried to convince him, but he didn't
listen to anyone. Every second was precious for his life, but he wanted to wait for Si Li.
When Si Li reached to the hospital. Mo Jiang was conscious, He was waiting for him.
As soon as, Mo Jiang saw that Si Li ran towards him, he slightly raised his hand. Si Li
immediately came towards him and held his hand and shouted at the doctors "Why are
you still standing here? If anything happens to him(Mo Jiang), I will burn you live."
"S...Si Li.." Mo Jiang called out in a weak voice.
"I am here…Nothing will happen to you. You don't have to worry...I will not leave
him whoever he is…." Si Li assured Mo Jiang, while his both the hands were holding
Mo Jiang's hand tightly.
Mo Jiang was covered in the blood, bullets were hit on every part of his body. If they
were anyone else, they would definitely have died up till now, however, Mo Jiang was
not only live but also he was still conscious.
It seemed that there was something, which he wanted to say to Si Li.
"Little Champ... From...From….Now you have to be his...his father. N...Now… he is
your son...I...I…cough cough..." Blood spat out from Mo Jiang's mouth, Si Li looked
at the doctors and wanted to move aside to let the doctors to treat Mo Jiang, but he
stopped Si Li by put on his another hand on the back side of Si Li's hand and Mo Jiang
continued holding his breath "I am leaving him under your care...Treat
him ….w-e-l-l."
Afterwards, Mo Jiang lost his breath and 'beeeeeep' sound heard from the machine

which attached to Mo Jiang's heart.

The doctors immediately sent all the people to outside the room and gave the electric
shock to Mo Jiang's heart through the AED machine. Luckily, Mo Jiang's vital sign of
heartbeat showed again on the monitor.
It was weak, but Mo Jiang was still alive. The Doctors immediately conducted an
operation. The operation took 20 hours.
-

------------------Back to the present.
"That day doctor had saved him, but he went into the coma," Si Li told her everything
which was happened three years back, while he was continuing to look at the sky. His
eyes were slightly wet.
"From the last three years, me and Mo Jinnan was looking for the culprit. Even we
asked Little Champ, but he is…." Si Li didn't complete his sentence.
However, Lu Lan understood that Little Champ was stopped speaking anything
because Mo Jiang told him.
"But...last night, we got to know that...that Liu Juan was the one who planted the bomb
in the villa and she is alive." Si Li continued.
'Liu Juan is alive…'
'And Mo Jiang told Little Champ to not to say anything…'
Just how much that little child had suffered?...
Lu Lan's heart sank, thinking about Little Champ's pain…
"But Why did she do that?... Didn't she happy in her marriage?..." Lu Lan asked.

Si Li shook his head and said: "They had a perfect family." Then he paused for a
minute to think and then he continued "Perhaps, she is from our enemies' side."
That was the only thing which came in Si Li's mind, for now, however, he still had to
wait for Mo Jiang to wake up and would want to ask him, why did he tell to Little
Champ to stay silent?...
"Enemies...What kind of enemies kill their own family?" Lu Lan curiously asked.
Whatever Liu Juan was, she shouldn't have tried to kill her own husband, right?...
However, there were many things which were yet to uncover.
Si Li smiled and turned to look at her and put both the hands on her shoulder "No, Lan.
Our enemies can kill anyone."
Si Li took a deep breath and said: "Lan, I am also like them."
"What rubbish are you talking about?" Lu Lan immediately retorted back.
"Didn't you see that I shot a bullet on Mo Jinnan? Lan, I am a bad person as well."
"No, You did that to save us. I don't believe you can finish your own family."
"I won't finish my own family, but I had destroyed many other families."
"What are you talking about?"
"Lan, I am part of Underworld. In fact, I am the boss of European and Asian
Underworld."
'What?...'
'Underworld?...'
'Those people who do many illegal things…'
'Drugs, human trafficking, illegal businesses…'
'To whom the government wanted to kill…'
All of a sudden, a dead body of Si Li flashed in her mind.
Involuntarily, Lu Lan took a few steps back away from Si Li…

Si Li was about to say something, however, at that time, his phone rang.
It was Mu Che.
Si Li knew that it must be an important matter, otherwise, Mu Che didn't call him.
When Mu Che already knew that Si Li was with Lu Lan. Therefore, Si Li answered it.
"President, Young Master has woken up, but he looks very scared. He doesn't allow
anyone to touch him. What should we do?"

